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The most up-to-date Argus/Coalindo Indonesian Coal Index Report methodology is available on www.argusmedia.com
Introduction

Argus Media publishes Argus Coal Daily International, Argus Coal Daily, Argus/McCloskey’s Coal Price Index Report, Argus/Coalindo Indonesian Coal Index Report and Argus Russian Coal as well as market reports and newsletters on a wide range of energy and other commodity markets.

Argus/Coalindo Indonesian Coal Index Report contains weekly ICI 1, ICI 2, ICI 3, ICI 4 and ICI 5 benchmark prices.

Indonesian coal assessments

Argus/Coalindo Indonesian Coal Index Report contains price assessments for Indonesian coal according to the ICI specifications.

These specifications standardise the assessment around key criteria relating to contract basis and energy value.

For the specifications of the Argus component in all ICI indexes, and the methodology applied in their assessment, please see the Argus Coal Daily International methodology.

For information on the specifications and methodologies relevant to the Coalindo component in all ICI indexes, please see coalindoenergy.com

ICI indexes

ICI 1 — an average of the Argus 6,500 kcal GAR fob Indonesia assessment and the Coalindo contribution for 6500 GAR (6200NAR) — ICI 1

ICI 2 — an average of the Argus 5,800 kcal GAR fob Indonesia assessment and the Coalindo contribution for 5800 GAR (5500NAR) — ICI 2

ICI 3 — an average of the Argus 5,000 kcal GAR fob Indonesia assessment and the Coalindo contribution for 5000 GAR (4600NAR) — ICI 3

ICI 4 — an average of the Argus 4,200 kcal GAR fob Indonesia assessment and the Coalindo contribution for 4200 GAR (3800NAR) — ICI 4

ICI 5 — an average of the Argus 3,400 kcal GAR fob Indonesia assessment and the Coalindo contribution for 3400 GAR (3000NAR) — ICI 5

Timing

Argus/Coalindo Indonesian Coal Index Report is published on a weekly basis, usually on Friday. If Friday is a public holiday in Indonesia, the price assessment process will take place on the previous working day. If Friday is a public holiday in Singapore, the price assessment process and the publication of the report will take place on the previous working day.